MUSIC MIDTOWN
SEPTEMBER 14 & 15, 2019 • PIEDMONT PARK, ATLANTA

TRAVIS SCOTT | PANIC! AT THE DISCO | CARDI B | BILLIE EILISH | VAMPIRE WEEKEND

LIZZO + LEON BRIDGES + CHARLIE PUTH + 6LACK
LIL YACHTY + LORD HURON + TASH SULTANA
KALI UCHIS + WALK THE MOON + COLD WAR KIDS
QUINN XCII + BANKS + LOCAL NATIVES + MØ
JADEN SMITH + SIGRID + SHAED + DOMINIC FIKE
TAYLOR BENNETT + BAD SUNS + MADISON BEER
REIGNWOLF + BAND OF SKULLS + HEMBREE
THE COATHANGERS + YOLA + KEVIN GARRETT + HERO THE BAND
FAYE WEBSTER + 99 NEIGHBORS + GOLDSpace + GOOD COMPANY

PLUS curated food, activations, and more!

TICKET INFO AT MUSICMIDTOWN.COM